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Cairo day trip to Cairo from Hurghada by
plane

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Everyday 1 day 04:00

Cairo day Trip from Hurghada by plane. Visit the Giza pyramids, the Egyptian Museum, with
shopping at Cairo’s famous bazaar, Khan El Khalili all in one day with a private tour guide

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up services from your hotel in
Hurghada and return
Return flight ticket from Hurghada
by EgyptAir
All transfers by a private air-
conditioned vehicle
Private English Egyptologist guide
Entrance fees to all the mentioned
sites
Bottled water on board the vehicle
during the tour
Lunch meal at local restaurant in
Cairo
Shopping tours in Cairo
All Service charges & taxes

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

Cairo day Trip from Hurghada by plane.Visit the Giza Pyramids, the Egyptian museum, with
shopping at Cairo’s famous bazaar, Khan El Khalili all in one day With A private tour guide
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up time from hotel in Hurghada

Marsaalamtours Tours representative will pick you up from your
hotel in Hurghada to transfer to Hurghada Airport. It takes
15 minutes driving. Take your flight to Cairo ,The flight
department at Cairo at 5:30 AM where you will be met and
assisted by our representative

2 :Arrival and Visit Pyramids of Giza

After that our Egyptologist guide will accompany you to discover
the Pyramid of Cheops ,Chephren Mykerinus, the Sphinx with a
head of a pharaoh and lion's body which dates back to the reign of
King Chephren, and the Valley Temple of the Pyramid of
Chephren.

 3:Visit the Papyrus Institute

See how the ancient Egyptians how made the first Paper in The
History by Using the Papyrus Plant, if you like to buy real papyrus
Gifts this will be the most suitable place

4 :Lunch in Pyramids view restaurant

Proceed to have your lunch at a local restaurant in Giza
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5 :Visit The Egyptian Museum

Then you will move on to the Egyptian Museum which features
artefacts from the Pharaonic period. The museum displays a rare
collection of 5000 years of art which is considered the largest most
precious collection of Egyptian art in the world. Over 250,000
genuine artefacts are presented, including an exhibit dedicated to
Tutankhamen collection of treasure, gold, and jewellery which was
enclosed in his tomb for over 3,500 years before it was discovered
in the 1920s when his tomb was excavated. 

 

 If you wish to visit the royal mummies.You need to ask the tour
guide to take the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization and
you pay for this. It will cost 40 $ extra

The New Grand museum is not open yet.

we offer limited tours to test site readiness and the visitor
experience ahead of the official opening. Access is currently
limited to the Grand Hall, commercial area, and exterior gardens.
All other interior spaces, including access to the galleries and
collections, are restricted until the official opening. This will cost 60
$ extra per person

6 :Khan El Khalilli Bazar

Visit the old bazaar in Cairo Khan el Khalili bazaar, Free time for
shopping
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7 :Depart to the Cairo Airport

The time  of the depart to the airports depends on the Flight`s
departure time

Price:

  ($) 190 

  ( €) 180  

  (£) 169  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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